Abstract. Indirect branch targets are hard to predict as there may be multiple targets corresponding to a single indirect branch instruction. Value Based BTB Indexing (VBBI), a recently proposed indirect branch prediction technique, utilizes the compiler to identify a 'hint instruction', whose output value strongly correlates with the target address of an indirect branch. At run time, multiple targets are stored at different branch target buffer (BTB) locations indexed using the branch PC and the hint instruction output value. In this paper, we present compiler support for the VBBI prediction scheme. We also propose compiler and run time optimizations to increase the dynamic instruction count between the indirect branch and its corresponding hint instruction. The more the dynamic instructions between the hint-jump instruction pair, the more likely that the hint value will be available when making the prediction. Our evaluation shows that the proposed compiler and run time optimizations improve the VBBI prediction accuracy from 66% to 80%. This translates into performance improvement from 17.2% (baseline VBBI) to 24.8% (optimized VBBI) over the traditional BTB design and from 11% (baseline VBBI) to 17.3% (optimized VBBI) over the best previously proposed indirect branch prediction scheme.
Introduction
Several high level programming language constructs such as virtual function calls, switch-case statements, function pointers are implemented using indirect branches. With object oriented programming languages gaining more popularity in various computing arenas, indirect branches will become more prevalent in future applications. As a result, whether or not the indirect branches can be accurately predicted will be a limiting factor of the overall system performance. This trend is recognized by commercial microprocessor manufacturers including Intel, whose recent processor includes a dedicated indirect branch predictor [8] . Figure 1 shows the mispredictions per 1K instructions (MPKI) for different applications using different indirect branch prediction schemes. On average, indirect branch mispredictions account for 38%, 31% and 22% of the overall mispredictions, using the branch target buffer (BTB) [13] , the tagged target cache (TTC) [2] and the value-based BTB indexing (VBBI) [7] designs respectively. TTC  BTB  VBBI  TTC  BTB  VBBI  TTC  BTB  VBBI  TTC  BTB  VBBI  TTC  BTB  VBBI  TTC  BTB  VBBI  TTC  BTB  VBBI  TTC  BTB  VBBI  TTC  BTB  VBBI  TTC Prior research on indirect branch prediction has mainly focused on historybased target prediction schemes [2, 4-6, 11, 12] . In these schemes, branch history information is used to distinguish different dynamic instances of the same indirect branch. These purely dynamic schemes have the advantage of not requiring compiler support and invisible to the software. However, hardware has limited view of program execution and may not be able to capture certain program behavior with reasonable cost.
The recently proposed VBBI scheme [7] shows that by tracing back the indirect branch data dependence chain, an instruction can be found whose output is directly related to the target taken by the indirect branch. This correlated instruction is referred to as the hint instruction, and its output as hint value. The key idea of VBBI is to store multiple targets of an indirect branch at different BTB indices computed by hashing the branch PC with the hint value.
Previous work on VBBI presented performance improvements without details on compiler implementation [7] . In this paper, we propose compiler support for the VBBI prediction scheme. For every static indirect branch instruction, the compiler analyzes the source code to find the 'most recent definition' of the variable on which the indirect branch is dependent. During code generation this information is encoded in the indirect branch to be used at run time. In order to maintain strong correlation between the target and the hint value, the current hint value should be used for making the prediction, i.e. the hint instruction should have finished its execution before the indirect branch is fetched. To this end, we propose the compiler and run time optimizations for improving the VBBI prediction accuracy by increasing the dynamic instruction count between the hint instruction and the corresponding indirect jump instruction.
We show the performance improvement from these optimizations and compare with the traditional BTB design and the tagged target cache (TTC) design [2] . Our evaluation shows that the proposed compiler and run time optimizations improve the VBBI prediction accuracy from 66% (baseline VBBI) to 80% (optimized VBBI). In terms of performance, the optimized VBBI improves the performance from 17.2% (baseline VBBI) to 24.8% (optimized VBBI) over the traditional BTB design and from 11% (baseline VBBI) to 17.3% (optimized VBBI) over the TTC design.
This paper makes the following contributions:
1. We added compiler support for a recently proposed indirect branch prediction technique, the VBBI scheme. The implementation is based on GCC v4.2.1. 2. We propose compiler and run time optimizations to improve the VBBI prediction accuracy. These optimizations are applicable to similar schemes, as well as other design ideas exploiting data dependences and improving memory operations.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the VBBI background. Compiler analysis for the VBBI scheme is introduced in section 3. Section 4 presents compiler and run time optimizations. Our simulation methodology is outlined in section 5. We discuss our results in section 6. Section 7 presents the related work and we conclude the paper in section 8.
Value Based BTB Indexing (VBBI) Background
The VBBI prediction scheme relies on the compiler to identify a 'hint instruction' whose output value strongly correlates with the target taken by the indirect jump instruction. Dynamically, multiple targets are stored at different BTB locations indexed using the jump PC and the hint instruction output value. When a hint instruction is executed, its output value is stored in a buffer. Subsequently, when the corresponding jump instruction is fetched, it reads the hint value and uses it to compute the BTB index. When the branch commits, the BTB is updated with the correct target (if different from the predicted target) using the same index. Figure 2 shows the overall operation of the VBBI prediction scheme. Each entry in the Hint Instruction Buffer (HIB) has 3 fields, branch PC (jmp pc), corresponding hint instruction PC (hint pc), and the hint value. HIB is accessed in fetch and write-back (WB) stages. In the fetch stage, indirect jump instructions read the hint value from the HIB to compute the BTB index, while other instructions access HIB to see if they are the hint instruction for an indirect jump instruction. In the write-back stage, hint instructions write their output value into the HIB.
Target Prediction Overriding: VBBI scheme will be more accurate, if the prediction is made using the current output of the hint instruction. In cases where the jump instruction is fetched before the hint instruction has produced its output, the jump instruction will use stale hint value for making the prediction. When the latest hint value becomes available, another prediction is made using the updated hint value, if it is different from the old value. This prediction will override the initial prediction and redirect the fetch to the correct path, cycles before the jump resolution.
Compiler Analysis for VBBI
VBBI prediction scheme relies on compiler to identify the 'most recent definition' of the variable on which an indirect jump instruction depends on. This variable can be a switch-case control variable, a pointer to a function or an object, etc. During code generation, offset of the jump instruction from the instruction holding the 'most recent definition' (i.e. the hint instruction) is encoded in the indirect jump instruction. Since an indirect jump instruction specifies its target using an architectural register instead of an absolute address, some of the bits in the instruction encoding are unused and are available for providing hints [3] .
Implementation Details: We modified GCC v4.2.1 to support hint instruction identification for the VBBI scheme. Figure 3 explains the modified passes using a hand written example code. In Figure 3(a) , the switch-case statement will be compiled into an indirect jump instruction. The target taken by the jump depends on the definition of the underlined variable p. to identify the 'last definition' of the variable (i.e., the hint instruction), on which the indirect jump is dependent on. Figure 3 (b) shows that in the SSA form, the program variable p is renamed to p 14. All the uses of p including the switch-case statement reached by p's assignment are also renamed to p 14. Since in the SSA form, each USE has a unique DEF, we identify the hint instruction as the one containing the DEF of the SSA variable p 14. 2. pass expand: This pass converts program statements from TREE format into the RTL code. For every hint instruction identified in the earlier pass, its corresponding RTL code is also marked as hint instruction. between the hint instruction and its corresponding jump instruction. This gives the PC offset of the hint instruction from the jump instruction, which is then encoded in the jump instruction assembly code. Figure 3(d) shows the assembly code generated for the example program. The underlined mull instruction is the identified hint instruction for the underlined jmp instruction. The third argument of the jmp instruction is the VBBI related hint information encoded in the jump instruction format shown in Figure 4 , i.e. bits 0 through 13 in the instruction. In this example, the hint information shows that the offset between the hint-jump instruction pair is 11 instructions (8203 = 2ˆ13 + 11).
Optimizations for Improving VBBI Prediction Accuracy
As indicated by the almost perfect prediction accuracy with VBBI target prediction overriding [7] , the VBBI scheme is highly accurate when the current hint value is used, i.e. the hint instruction output is available when making the prediction. We apply compiler and run time optimizations to increase the dynamic instructions between the hint-jump instruction pair. This results in higher probability of the hint value being available when making the prediction. The techniques presented in this section are applicable to similar prediction schemes, as well as other design ideas exploiting data dependences to improve instruction level parallelism (ILP) and memory operation performance.
Compiler Optimizations
Instruction Hoisting In this optimization, the hint instruction is moved away from its dependent jump instruction, thus creating more dynamic instructions between the hint-jump pair. Figure 5 (a) shows a code example from SPEC95 099.go benchmark that is suitable for such an optimization. In this example, the switch-case statement will be compiled into an indirect jump instruction. The target taken by the jump instruction depends on the underlined computation of shapes [sh] .where which can be hoisted up to the beginning of the for loop, thus increasing the dynamic distance between the hint instruction and the jump instruction.
Function Inlining If the control variable of an indirect jump instruction is passed as a function argument, that function can be inlined to increase the dynamic instruction count between the hint and the jump instruction. shows a code example from SPEC2000 186.crafty benchmark that can benefit from function inlining optimization. In this example, the indirect jump instruction in function SwapXray depends on the underlined variable direction which is passed as an argument to the function. Without inlining, the instruction that POPS the variable direction from the stack will be marked by the compiler as the hint instruction. However, after inlining, this indirect jump instruction is now dependent on the def of the variable direction in function Swap. Note that this def of variable direction can be further moved to the beginning of the function using the previous instruction hoisting optimization.
Inter-procedural Dataflow Analysis This optimization aims at identifying the hint instruction in a function other than the one containing the indirect jump instruction. Figure 5( 
Hardware Optimization
Load to Store Address Matching: Dynamic tracking of load and store dependences has been used to support data speculation in code scheduling [9] [14]. We apply this technique to improve target prediction for indirect branches. When the hint instruction for an indirect jump is a load instruction, the address of the load instruction can be recorded in a Hint Store Buffer (HSB). Subsequently, each store address is compared against load addresses in the HSB. If a match is found, the store value will be placed as the hint value in the corresponding HIB entry. Figure 6 shows an example taken from SPEC2000 186.crafty benchmark. In this example, the while loop in function Search() computes the next move by calling function NextMove(), which stores the computed move in current move [ply] . Subsequently, current move[ply] is passed as an argument to the function MakeMove() where current move[ply] is used as the switchcase control variable. Dynamically tracking the load-store dependence and using the store value as opposed to the load value as the hint value increases the possibility of making the prediction using the latest hint value. As shown in Figure 6 , the load-to-store address matching optimization improved the prediction accuracy of this jump to 88% compared to 61% when the hint instruction originally identified by the compiler was used for making predictions (VBBI baseline).
Simulation Methodology
We extended SimpleScalar [1] to simulate a 4-issue, 24-stage pipeline for evaluating VBBI prediction scheme. Table 2 shows the baseline parameters for our processor. Our workload includes nine benchmarks, three each from SPEC95, SPEC2000 and SPEC2006 suites [17] . Currently our compiler work for identifying hint instruction only support benchmarks written in C language. We plan to extend the support for C++ and Java benchmarks. We use SimPoint [15] to find a representative program execution slice for each benchmark using the reference input data set. All binaries are compiled using modified GCC v4.2.1 with -O3 optimization running on Compaq Tru64 UNIX V5.1B. Each benchmark is run for 100M Alpha instructions. Table 1 shows the characteristics of simulated SimPoint for each benchmark. 
Results
In this section we compare the performance of the baseline VBBI [7] with the optimized VBBI. Sections 6.1 and 6.2 use the traditional BTB and the TTC designs respectively as the reference point for comparison.
VBBI versus Traditional BTB
We compare the optimized VBBI prediction accuracy with the baseline VBBI and with the traditional BTB scheme in Figure 7 . On average, the VBBI prediction accuracy is improved from 66% (baseline VBBI) to 80% (optimized VBBI). The BTB mispredictions are reduced by 2.1x using the optimized VBBI scheme. The increase in prediction accuracy is due to the fact that more predictions are made using the current and highly correlated hint value. Table 3 shows that the proposed optimizations increase the average dynamic distance between hintjump instruction pair from 37 instructions to 88 instructions. Table 4 shows the number of mispredictions for indirect branches per 1K instructions (MPKI) for different prediction techniques. The optimized VBBI slashes the indirect branch MPKI by a third compared with traditional BTB design, and by a half compared with the baseline VBBI design.
Performance comparison of the optimized and the baseline VBBI scheme over the traditional BTB design is shown in Figure 8 . For a 4-issue, 24-stage pipeline, the proposed VBBI optimizations enhance the baseline VBBI performance by 5.5%, achieving a 20.7% performance improvement over the traditional BTB design. When target prediction overriding is also enabled, the VBBI scheme achieves an overall performance improvement of 24.8% over the traditional BTB technique. 
VBBI versus Tagged Target Cache
We also compare the VBBI design with the TTC predictor [2] , which is shown to be the best previously proposed jump predictor in a recent study by [10] (in Figure 17 ). In the TTC scheme, target addresses from recently executed indirect jump instructions are recorded in a target history register. When an indirect jump is fetched, the target cache is indexed using the XOR of the indirect branch PC and target history register, and the address stored at that index is predicted as the next target address. When the indirect jump retires, the computed target address is written into the target cache using the same index. When updating the history information, few bits from the target address are shifted into the global target history register. Farooq et al. [7] show that the TTC gives the best prediction accuracy with 14-bit global target history register. Upon update, 5 bits of target address (starting from the 3rd bit) are shifted into the target history register. Figure 9 compares the VBBI prediction accuracy with the TTC design. On average, the optimized VBBI achieves a prediction accuracy of 80%, compared to 56% achieved by the best performing TTC configuration. Figure 10 compares the performance of the VBBI predictor with the TTC predictor. On average, the baseline VBBI outperforms the TTC design by 9.1% with just 130B of additional storage [7] compared to 384KB storage of the TTC design. The optimized VBBI further enhance the baseline VBBI performance by 4.7%, achieving 13.8% improvement over the TTC design. With target prediction overriding, VBBI achieves an overall performance improvement of 17.3% over the TTC predictor.
Previous Work
Lee and Smith [13] proposed branch target buffer (BTB) to predict indirect branches. This technique predicts the same target for the current execution of the branch that was taken in the last execution of that branch. Though simple in design, this scheme does not work well for indirect branches that may switch between multiple targets at run time. History based two-level indirect branch predictor was first proposed by Chang et al. [2] . This mechanism, known as 'target cache', uses the branch history information to distinguish different dynamic instances of the same indirect branch, a concept similar to 2-level conditional branch predictor [18] . When an indirect jump is fetched, the jump address and the global target history register are used to form an index into the target cache. The target cache is accessed and the resident address is predicted as the target address. Upon retiring the indirect jump, the target cache entry and the target history register is updated with the actual target address.
Driesen et al. [5] [6] focused on improving the indirect branch prediction accuracy by combining multiple predictors using a cascaded predictor. Cascaded predictor is a hybrid predictor consisting of a simple predictor for easy-to-predict indirect branches, and a more complex predictor for hard-to-predict indirect branches.
Kalamatianos et al. [11] proposed predicting indirect branches via data compression. Their predictor uses prediction by partial matching (PPM) algorithm of order three, which is a set of four Markov predictors of decreasing size, indexed by an indexing function formed by a decreasing number of bits from previous targets in the target history register.
Kim et al. [12] utilized the existing conditional branch predictor for predicting indirect branches as well. The mechanism, known as the 'VPC prediction', treats an indirect branch instruction with t targets as t direct branches, each with its own unique target address. On fetching an indirect jump, the VPC prediction algorithm makes MAX ITER attempts for predicting an indirect branch target, each time as a different 'virtual direct branch' of the same indirect branch. This iterative process stops either when a 'virtual direct branch' is predicted to be taken, or MAX ITER number is reached, in which case the processor is stalled until the indirect branch is resolved. MAX ITER determines the maximum number of attempts made to predict an indirect branch. Each attempt takes one cycle during which no new instruction is fetched. A more recent study ( [10] 13 and 14) shows that performance of VPC prediction degrades significantly for workloads with higher number of dynamic targets. Roth et al. [16] took a different approach for predicting indirect branch targets, precomputating them in anticipation of having to make a prediction. Proposed specifically for virtual function calls, the scheme dynamically captures the sequence of instructions involved in the target generation process. Whenever the first instruction in the sequence completes, it uses a separate, fast execution engine and computes the target before the actual call instruction is encountered. Although this technique avoids using specialized jump predictor, it requires significant hardware for capturing the target generation instructions along with a fast execution engine to pre-compute the target. Furthermore, this technique is very specific to target prediction of virtual function calls , as their target generation process consists of a fixed pattern of three dependent loads followed by an indirect call.
Joao et al. [10] proposed a new way of handling indirect jumps, dynamically predicating them. Instead of fetching from a single control path, when a hard-topredict indirect jump instruction is fetched, the processor starts fetching from N different targets of the jump instruction. By fetching from more than one target, the processor increases the probability of fetching from the correct target path at the expense of executing more instructions. They showed that N=2 is a good trade-off between performance and complexity.
Recently, Farooq et. al [7] proposed a compiler-guided, correlation-based target address prediction scheme that combines data dependences with indirect branch target prediction. The proposed technique, known as Value based BTB indexing (VBBI), relies on the compiler's ability to statically capture data dependences, and uses the hardware to exploit the correlation between the data and branch target at run time. The key idea of VBBI is to identify a 'hint instruction' whose output is highly correlated with the target taken by the jump. At run time multiple targets of an indirect branch are stored at different BTB indices computed by hashing the branch PC with the output of the hint instruction. They show that by off-loading dependence analysis to the compiler, the hardware predictor size can be kept much smaller.
